
   Let’s work together to ensure every student achieves the best possible outcomes. 

   Let’s cooperate to give pupils great experiences. 

   Let’s share expertise to become outstanding practitioners. 

   Together, let’s ensure that all our pupils enjoy the very best care. 

 

  Mathematics 
 Join us for Inset support sessions for primary            

teachers throughout this year. 

 Let’s focus on how to stretch the most able, including      
developing deeper understanding of Level 5 and then   
moving to Level 6. 

 Join us too for a workshop enrichment day for all pupils  
who would like to come. 

 Please participate with us in the primary team challenge    
in the summer term. 

Mathematics 

EnglishEnglish  

Let us work with you on a new model  
of Education for students in Torbay.  

English 
 Would you like to work with staff together on   

the basics of grammar and then proceed to     
advanced grammar? 

 Let’s explore 10 ways to access Shakespeare. 

 Let’s collaborate in Drama games for learning. 

 How about using Handycams and editing films  
with pupils? 

 Can we collaborate and lead developments   

       on talking for writing? 

 Level 5/6 writing is on offer. 

 
 

TBGS MULTI-ACADEMY TRUST 

 TBGS 

Students in the bay deserve the best –  
working together, we can make that our promise. 

 



Modern Foreign Languages 

Modern Foreign Languages 
 Primary teachers, please join with us to work on French skills in the classroom. 

 Primary teachers, please join us too to enhance your Spanish skills. 

 Let’s have whole region participation in the Network for Languages workshop for primary 
teachers in the spring. 

 Would you like our language assistants to do work in your schools in Spanish, French, 
German or Chinese? 

 Our Chinese assistant offers you one-off language sessions and consecutive sessions 
over a 3-week period. 

 Our IB students would love to do their Community Action Service project, offering  
         language sessions in your primary schools. 

Geography Geography 
 Discover GIS-related computer  

       mapping and map skills and enjoy   

       orienteering with the Geography department. 

Philosophy     
& Ethics 

Philosophy & Ethics 
 Let’s engage in thinking skills and skills in     

philosophical enquiry with all the subsequent 
cross-curricular opportunities.                    

         Sessions both for teachers and students. 

Hola Bonjour Guten Tag 

History 
History  

 WWI centenary: sessions to uncover the realities of 
trench warfare available for pupils.  

 We can also offer mystery investigations, on a topic to suit       
your curriculum, to develop pupils’ skills of source enquiry and  
historical explanation.  

 For teachers: we can offer support in covering the new             
curriculum’s requirement to embed skills of ‘historical enquiry’   
into your history programme.     



Biology 
Looking at the revised KS1 and 2 program of study, the Biology department will be able to 
offer the following opportunities to support teaching and provide enrichment activities.   
 

 Humans and other animals: 
Inset on food testing and incorporating the Sc1 investigative approaches requirements. 

Inset on the use of animal tissues to demonstrate heart and lungs with the possibility of staff leading  
dissections in primaries at TBGS. 

Inset and subsequent equipment loans e.g. Heart rate monitors,  reproductive system models etc. for a 
number of topics  

 Green plants:  
Inset on photosynthesis experiments and incorporating the Sc1 investigative approaches with the      
potential for loaning equipment or staff leading practicals in primaries or at TBGS       

 Variation and classification: 
Inset on sampling techniques applicable to school playing fields with the potential for loaning equipment 
or staff leading practicals in primaries or at TBGS       

 Micro-organisms: 
Inset on the safe use of microbes in schools with the potential for loaning equipment or staff leading 
practicals in primaries or at TBGS.  This in particular would be a great opportunity for  primaries to       
experience an aspect of Biology they would not normally be able to access.         

 Science 

 KS2 Science  
  Living Things, Physical Processes and Materials 

  Workshops focusing on ... 

 Engaging teacher demonstrations. 

 Effective practical work for pupils. 

 Key learning objectives and the links to Key Stage 3. 

     Major misconceptions - diagnosis, avoidance and remediation. 

Biology Chemistry  Physics 

STEM  

Students  can  discover  the  basics  of       computer  programming  and  coding through  the  use  of  Scratch  and  Human Computer.  Teachers can be given support in using equipment they may already have in school. 



Sport 
          

     
 

 The MATCHES partnership is already up & running  
(but keen to grow/develop). At present we are offering: 

For staff: 
 Twilight training (for non-specialists) across a range of areas 
 INSET CPD courses in various activities 
 OFSTED ready advice & guidance 
 Notification of government funding pots available 
 MATCHES staff leading sessions with primary school pupils as 'model' lessons 
 Marjon students in 1 day a week to support the delivery of PE within primary school 
 Young leaders (Year 10, 11 & sixth form) in schools delivering a wider range of clubs/experiences 
 Specialist advice on facility development/equipment purchases 
 Specialist advice/guidance on curriculum planning 
 A network/directory of coaches that can support PE & sports' delivery in school 

For pupils: 
 Festival opportunities for participation 
 Gifted & talented workshops 
 Marjon students in 1 day a week to support the delivery of PE & improve opportunities 
 Young leaders (Year 10, 11 & sixth form) in schools delivering a wider range of clubs/

experiences 
 A mentoring programme for young athletes related to time management/injuries/training etc. 
 Access to better facilities  
 'Signposting' to external clubs where they can continue to develop their skills and enjoyment. 
 

Further informa on from  

rpike@tbgs.torbay.sch.uk 

07738 695940 
TBGS 

TBGS MULTI-ACADEMY TRUST 


